Abstract: Task scheduling for multicore processors typically has aimed at higher throughput and lower power consumption, but the lifetime reliability may be harmed if negative bias temperature instability is not considered together. In this letter, a task scheduling which extends lifetime is proposed. Cores are given the chance to recover as long as performance is not degraded. The degradation simulator shows that the proposed scheduling improves the lifetime of a multicore processor by up to 36% over the existing task scheduling.
throughput or reduce energy consumption. Recently, lifetime reliability of multicore processors is increasing in importance as a goal of task scheduling [1] . A whole multicore processor can be made obsolete due to one core which dies earlier than the others, thus task scheduling methods must take cores' lifetimes into account. In earlier studies, NBTI models which neglect the impact during recovery phases have been used [2] . Employing these models may result in an unnecessarily large guardband, and they are unable to exploit self-healing. In this letter, we propose a task scheduling that improves the lifetime of multicore processors by exploiting recovery phases during which process variations (PVs) exist.
3D multicore architecture and thermal characteristics
When PMOS transistors are negatively biased interface traps are generated, which results in the increased V th . When the negative bias is removed, the generated interface traps are partially removed. However, they are never perfectly removed, so V th constantly increases, and the maximum operating frequency of the processor is reduced after repeated stress and recovery phases. In the end, this causes processors to fail earlier than expected.
There is no current consensus on the physical mechanism of NBTI, but NBTI degradation is well explained by the reaction-diffusion model. We use the degradation model reported in [3] , which reflects the impact of the dynamically repeated stress and recovery phases. Variation in V th under the stress phase is modeled as
where n is the time exponent, and K v is a function of the carrier concentration. Variation in the V th under the recovery phase is modeled as
where /, 1 , and 2 are constants. The details and the values can be found in [3] .
Lifetime extending task scheduling exploiting NBTI recovery effect
PVs become serious with process scaling, and as a result each core has different initial V th . In [2] , tasks are simply mapped onto the cores with the lowest V th . A core may have significantly lower Vth than other cores due to PVs. Using the task scheduling in [2] , the core can be continuously activated, deprived of a chance for recovery until its Vth becomes similar to that of the other cores. If the core has a chance to self-heal rather than being continuously under stress, its degradation can be slowed. This process is not clearly shown in [2] because the NBTI degradation model does not take the recovery phases into account. Based on (1) and (2), a task scheduling method which exploits recovery is proposed.
The variation in V th is dependent on both stress time and recovery time, as explained in (1) and (2), which vary according to the amount of tasks assigned to them. The cores with no assigned tasks have time for self-healing, while the cores with tasks do not have recovery time and are under stress. The key of the proposed task scheduling algorithm is to give all cores equal chances to recover to maximize the overall lifetime of the multicore processor. To guarantee that every core has recovery time after undergoing a stress phase, the proposed task scheduling prioritizes cores based on how recently the core has completed previously assigned tasks so that the cores which have been working during the last schedule are not assigned tasks. If the number of cores required to execute the given tasks is larger than the number of cores which did not work during the last schedule, the cores which were activated for the last schedule but whose levels of degradation are lower than the others are assigned tasks. An exception is made to deal with the large differences in the initial conditions of cores due to PVs: tasks are assigned to a core regardless of recent recovery opportunity, if its V th is much lower than that of the other cores.
Experiments
We model an 8-core processor with 32 nm technology. The cores have Alpha 21264-like architecture. The initial V th without PVs is set as 0.24 V, and it is assumed that a core fails when its V th reaches 0.38 V, which is based on the estimated V th of the most degraded core after working six years without PVs. Lifetime is defined as the point in time when the V th of one or more of the eight cores reaches 0.38 V. Lifetime was evaluated for four multicore platforms: each platform consisted of eight cores whose V th could vary from !10% to 10% by 5% increments. The detailed configurations are listed in Table I . The proposed recovery-enhancing task scheduling technique (RE) was evaluated for improvement of multicore processor lifetimes by comparing it with a random task scheduling scheme (Random) [4] and with the stress-equalizing task scheduling (SE) in [2] . To exclusively show the impact of PVs, we created one more task scheduling for comparison: recovery-guarantee task scheduling (RG) simply gives every core the same chance of recovery. Power consumption traces of the cores were obtained using McPAT [5] while running SPEC CPU 2006 benchmarks [6] . They were used to acquire temperature traces using HotSpot [7] . The scheduler evaluated each core's level of degradation and scheduled tasks every second, using the previous schedule and the current temperature. Fig. 1 shows the extension of lifetime provided by the proposed task scheduling scheme. Using RE, cores whose V th are lower than the others by 5% or more are scheduled to work consecutively, without recovery time. Interestingly, the lifetime improvement over Random provided by RG is the largest on P1 and P2, but similar to that by RE. This is because PVs on those configurations are not significant thus it is rare that a core has a V th 5% higher than the other cores. On the contrary, the improvement by RG over Random is the smallest on P3 and P4 whose PVs are relatively large. This shows that giving equal chances for recovery regardless of current levels of degradation does not allow the cores to reduce their differences in degradation, when PVs are severe. The improvement of lifetime by RE over Random is the greatest on P3 and P4 and only slightly less than that of RG when PVs are not severe. Overall, RE maximizes the lifetime of multicore processors by adjusting for varying conditions: RE improves lifetime up to 36%, 12%, and 10% over Random, SE, and RG, respectively.
In order to show precisely how RE extends the lifetime of multicore processors, we look into the differences of V th of the cores. Fig. 2 illustrates the standard deviations of the V th of the eight cores on P3 over the first two years. At the beginning, SE reduces the standard deviation faster than the others, but after 16 months, the standard deviation when using RE becomes the smallest. SE intensively utilizes some cores in good condition, so it is powerful when the standard deviation is large. However, it is difficult to narrow the gap once the standard deviation is reduced to a certain level. This trend remains through the rest of the lifetime of P3; therefore, the V th of a core using SE reaches the 0.38 mV failure point faster than one using RE.
Conclusion
Multicore processors, impacted by NBTI, undergo repeated stress and recovery phases throughout their lifetimes, causing them to slowly degrade. It is critical to manage workloads on the cores such that they degrade similarly. By exploiting the fact that PMOS transistors self-heal during recovery phases, RE extends the lifetime up to up to 36%, 12%, and 10% over Random, SE, and RG, respectively; therefore, adopting the proposed approach can reduce design guardband.
